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ABSTRACT 
 

This work focuses on the retrieval of Titan’s dune field characteristics addressing different radar modes. The main 
purpose of the proposed work is to exploit a possible synergy between SAR and altimeter acquisitions modes to provide 
information about dune field. Cassini has performed 86 Titan flybys in which several observations of dune fields have 
been collected in altimetry mode. There are several cases in which SAR and altimeter have been acquired over same 
areas covered by dune fields, such as during T28 (SAR) and T30 (altimeter) flybys. Altimetry together with SAR data 
have been used to derive the rms slopes of dunes (large scale) over Fensal area, this information has been employed to 
calculate SAR incidence angle with respect to dunes. We extracted backscattering coefficients of bright and dark areas 
detected in the analyzed SAR image in order to evaluate the angular response of scattering. Through the Geometric 
Optics model we retrieve roughness values (small scale rms slope) for both dune bright and dark areas. 

Keywords: Synthetic aperture radar (SAR), Radar altimetry, Cassini, Dune field, Titan, electromagnetic models. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The Cassini-Huygens mission has been collecting data about the Saturn system since 2004. Its RADAR instrument is a 
Ku-band (2.17 cm wavelength) linearly polarized radar that alternatively operates in several modes: it can generate 
topographic profiles working as an altimeter, measure the emissivity as a radiometer, map the surface as a high-
resolution synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and measure the real aperture backscatter reflectivity as a scatterometer [1].  
Cassini RADAR provided a vast amount of data, suggesting new scenarios for Titan’s evolution. Several features, 
reflecting a complex morphology typical of an active land-atmosphere interaction, have been detected: impact craters, 
fluvial channels, “sand dunes” and lakes. 
In the SAR operational mode Cassini obtains the highest resolution images revealing many topographic and geological 
features on Titan's surface. In particular vast longitudinal dune fields confined around the equatorial region, between -30° 
and 30° latitude, have been discovered and it has been estimated that they cover ~12.5% of the total Titan's surface [2]. 

Understanding the formation process of dunes, their morphology and distribution can reveal important clues on Titan's 
climatic and geological history. For instance, dunes shape could indicate the mean direction of wind flow and sand 
transport; their dimension could tell the quantity of sand supply; topographic and local climate conditions favorable to 
sand deposits can be predicted from a dune distribution analysis [3]. 

In section 2, the dataset used for this study is briefly outlined. In section 3 we retrieved information about dunes height 
from altimetry data. In the final section, by analyzing the dataset acquired by the Cassini RADAR instrument in SAR and 
altimetry mode we have estimated dunes rms slopes. Moreover, applying a suitable electromagnetic model to the SAR 
data, we inferred the roughness characteristic superimposed on a periodic surface which represents dune surface. 

 

 



 

Table 1. Dataset main characteristics 

 

2. DATASET DESCRIPTION 
 

We considered the following datasets: T3, T17, T25, T28 and T29 acquired using SAR operative mode and T30 acquired 
during altimetry mode over Fensal, a region located just north of the equator and almost centered at about 50° W 
longitude. SAR images show that the dunes present in this area tend to be more widely spaced with a brighter interdune 
with respect to other Titan’s dune fields [2]. 

The dune field under investigation is located over an area that roughly extends from 15.0°S and 23.7°N and from 
22.1°W–40.2°W. The dataset includes all the SAR swaths and the altimetry tracks across this region of Titan (Fig. 2a). 
Its main characteristics are reported on Table 1. The T3 and T17 SAR swaths cross this low northern latitudes region in 
an approximately E-W direction. In these swaths many dunes superimposed are observed on both intermediate and low 
backscatter plains, along with the craters Ksa, Menrva and Sinlap [22; 23]. 

T25, T28 and T29 swaths show wide overlaps over Fensal dune field in an approximately S-N direction, as well as the 
long T30 altimetry track. Part of the SAR images cover large intermediate to dark plains including dune fields, streaks, 
small hills, and circular to oval bright rim features of unknown origin [24]. 

From the overlapping of the T30 altimetry track on the T28 SAR image acquired over Fensal dune field, we selected the 
fully covered by dunes -3dB altimetry footprints. 

 

3. DUNES HEIGHT ESTIMATION FROM ALTIMETRY DATA 
 

The Cassini RADAR altimeter has operated for more than seven years generating topographic profiles of Titan’s surface. 
Relative surface elevations are recorded along nadir tracks using Cassini and Titan ephemerides knowledge along with the 
obtained range from spacecraft to surface. On high resolution altimetry mode (between 4,000 km and 9,000 km of 
altitude), Cassini uses its nadir-pointing 4 meters antenna to transmit and receive bursts of 15 chirp pulse signals every 
3.333 seconds at a system bandwidth of 4.25 MHz [3]. The resulting altimetry measurements have a height resolution of 
about 35 meters. The absolute ephemeris error and the uncertainty in pointing knowledge are the major sources of error for 
the derived elevations. However, when the pointing is well controlled both estimates are accurate at a sub-100m level [25]. 
A classical processing of Cassini burst, after range compression and incoherent average of burst’s pulses, allows obtaining 
a horizontal resolution ranging between 50 and 6 km, depending on the spacecraft altitude. 
Among the various regions observed by Cassini on both altimetry and SAR mode, we selected a study area in the Fensal 
dune field, where the altimetry path went across during the T30 flyby (May 2007). Only fully covered by dunes 3-dB 
beam altimetry footprints have been considered. In SAR images a number of dune-interdune cycles ranging from 8 to 12 
in each selected altimetry footprint can be distinguished. 
Footprint selection performed over this dune field includes every footprint between the 750th and the 1160th burst 
acquisition. In this case horizontal resolution ranges from 26 to 31 km. 
Assuming a Gaussian heights distribution for the dune fields, we estimated the dunes heights from altimetry data via a 
Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) procedure applied along with a non-coherent Cassini electromagnetic signal 
model [18, 20]. Because of the very high percentages of superimposition area between subsequent footprints we applied 
this procedure after an incoherent average of 15 altimetry echoes obtaining 20 significative dunes heights (Sdh = 
4 ∙ rms	height)	estimations in order of 55 - 110 meters (see Fig.1), these values match with previously estimated values 
given by radarclinometry [12, 14] and SAR – stereo [13]. 



 

 

Figure 1. Significative dune height (Sdh = 4 ∙ rms	height)	distribution on the Fensal dune field. 

 

4. DUNES ANALYSIS THROUGH SAR IMAGES IN FENSAL REGION 
 

Some areas covered by the SAR images acquired in Fensal region are characterized by bright and dark stripes that 
correspond to longitudinal dunes (Fig. 2b). 

The mean interdune spacing in a localized area can be estimated through the analysis of the corresponding portion of the 
SAR image in the Fourier domain. From the Fourier transform image, it is possible to find the dominant spatial 
frequency and thus compute the wavelength of the periodic surface power spectrum, corresponding to the interdune 
spacing. In particular, for each area of interest, these steps have been applied: 

1. Median filter to reduce very high frequencies (i.e. speckle); 

2. Fourier transform the image; 

3. Gaussian-shape filter in order to remove the very low frequencies; 

4. Find the dominant frequency in the azimuth (f�) and range (f�) directions; 

5. Compute the wavelength (i.e. the interdune spacing): � =
�

��������
. 

This procedure has been applied to each portion of the SAR image corresponding to areas where dune height estimation 
has been performed from altimetry data (fig. 4) [26]. 

By taking into account all the available flybys (T3, T17, T28, T25 and T29) and dividing the dark from the bright areas it 
was possible to identify an expected decreasing trend between backscattering and sensor nominal incidence angle for 
both areas (Fig.2c). 

In general, the variability around a mean trend value that is present in both the dark and bright areas can be caused by 
several factors, such as the different slopes and heights of dunes, the amount of sand supply, the sand composition and 
the surface roughness. 

The different values between backscattering of dark and bright areas (i.e. blue and red points respectively in Fig.2c)  can 
be generally explained by considering more than one single factor. For instance, assuming the same material properties 
and root mean square (rms) height �� over the two areas, backscattering difference values could be caused by a variation 
of the local incidence angle which depends on the varying topography of the dunes. In this case the part of the dune 
oriented to the radar should result the brightest one. 



 

 
                                 (a)                                                                 (b)                                                                                  (c) 
Figure 2: (a) map combining all the RADAR swaths on Fensal dune fields shows the parallel axis SAR observations to dunes (T3, 
T17) as well as the perpendicular (T25, T28, T29); (b) close view of the same area from the T3 SAR flyby; (c) backscattering 
coefficients versus off-nadir angle; blue and red points refer to samples lying in dark and bright stripes respectively, as extracted from 
T3, T17, T25 and T28 SAR swaths. 

                              
(a)                                                                 (b)                                                              (c) 

Figure 3. Dune field areas extracted from the SAR image acquired during the T28 flyby. Original image (a), classification between 
dark and bright stripes (b), ROIs selected for the dark area (c). 

 

 
5. CHARACTERIZATION OF SUPERIMPOSED ROUGHNESS ON DUNES 

 
To estimate a possible range of values for the surface roughness of dunes, some hypothesis are needed: 
 

• Only surface scattering generated at the air-sand interface is relevant. Volume scattering is assumed negligible; 
• Dune field is approximated by a sinusoid;  
• Backscattering variability detected in the SAR image pixels is caused by different incidence angle at the surface 

and not by difference in the surface material. 
 

We retrieved dunes slope by combining SAR and altimeter data. We have analyzed a perpendicular axis of the SAR 
observations with respect to dune directions from T28 in the Fourier domain and we found the dominant spatial 
frequency (Fig.4). 



 

   

                                (a)                                                                                                             (b) 

Figure 4. (a) Through an analysis in the Fourier domain of SAR images on dunes it is possible to find their dominant spatial 
frequency; (b) estimated interdune spacing. 

 

 

 

                                                   (a)                                                                                      (b) 

Figure 5. System geometry (a); rms incidence angle along T30 altimetry track on Fensal dune field (SAR off-nadir angle β is 23°)(b). 

 
This information was used, as described in Section 4, to compute the wavelength of the periodic surface power spectrum, 
corresponding to the white zones spacing on SAR image. Considering the image scale equal to 175m per pixel, we 
derived the dunes rms incidence angle along Fensal region by means of Significative dune height (Sdh = 4 ∙�ℎ) 
estimated from T30 altimetry data (Fig.1) and mean dune spacing �̅ from T28 SAR image (Fig.4). The derived angles 
range about 2°- 4° (see Fig.5b) and are given by the simple formula: 
 

α = tan�����ℎ/(�̅ 2⁄ )� 



 

 
                                                      (a)                                                                                             (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6: (a) Backscattering coefficients versus nominal incidence angle and GO model best fitting. Blue and red points 
refer to samples lying in dark and bright stripes respectively, as extracted from T25, T28 and T29 SAR swaths; (b) 
Distribution of values using T3 and T17 SAR swath (mean values difference is equal to 4.4 dB); (c) Geometric Optics model 
curves for different rms slopes on dark area. Dotted lines indicate the extreme incidence angles (20°- 26°) due to off-nadir 
and dune slopes observed from T3 SAR image. 

 
Electromagnetic models have been adopted in the past to retrieve information about the roughness of natural surfaces 
[16]. 
The Integral Equation Model (IEM) is a model with a wide range of variability which can be used for both surfaces with 
small and large values of roughness. 
Due to the high frequency of Cassini radar (13.78 GHz), we can assume the standard deviation of heights within the SAR 
resolution (about 300m x 300 m) larger respect to the wavelength (2.17 cm). In this high frequency region the IEM 
reduces naturally to the Geometric Optics (GO) solution [21]. We can assume valid the Kirchhoff approximation as well 
[28]. Thus the backscattering coefficient is given by: 
 

���� =
|�(0)|��

�(
����	

�
�|�����|
)

2��|	��(0)|
����
 

 
where θ is the incidence angle, � is the rms slope,  |�(0)| is the Fresnel reflection coefficient evaluated at normal 
incidence, � is the correlation coefficient and |���(0)| is the second derivative of � evaluated in the origin of the 
function [16]. 
The last step is the extraction of backscattering values from dark and bright areas on T25, T28 and T29 SAR 
(perpendicular axis SAR observations to Fensal dunes).  Zones reported in Fig.6a have been obtained from SAR pixels 
acquired at different off-nadir angles over the two areas (dark and bright). By investigating the angular backscattering 
behavior over Fensal, we found a best fit with the GO model for values of rms slopes of around 0.23 and 0.28 rad for the 
dark and the bright area respectively (Fig.6a). 
However, these possible values of roughness do not explain the total difference in the backscattering coefficient values 
between bright and dark areas. GO model shows that at the incidence angle of 23°±3° the variation of backscattering 
should be in order of  2.1 dB (Fig. 6c; for rms slope of 0.23 rad). As indicated in Fig.6b, the total backscattering 



 

difference detected is around 4.4 dB. Differently from Fig.6a, the dataset we used Fig.6b includes T3 and T17 SAR 
swaths. This choice is based on the consideration that the parallel axis SAR observations to dunes are the only swaths 
that should include the backscattering dependence from dune slope.  
One possible interpretation is that the total variation of backscattering coefficients could be caused by an incorrect 
modeling of the dune shape combined with a roughness and dielectric properties variability as well. 
Concerning dune’s shape modeling, because of the nonlinear interaction at the interface between the surface and the 
atmosphere, the wave crests could be more peaked than the wave troughs. This effect should be eventually taken into 
account by giving to the surface height probability density function a non-symmetric behavior that is a non- zero 
skewness coefficient [27, 29]. 
Further investigation is therefore needed to evaluate and eventually separate the different contributions given by these 
factors. 
 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 

SAR images together with altimetry data have been analyzed to investigate the topographic and morphologic properties 
of Fensal dunes on Titan.   
Both datasets have been used to estimate dunes slope and to derive incidence angles values. GO backscattering model 
applied to a multi-angular backscattering observations dataset allowed inferring about possible values for small scale 
roughness that should characterize dune field surfaces.  
We found that dunes slopes within superimposed roughness evaluated by mean of GO model simulations does not 
completely justify the backscattering difference between bright and dark areas on dunes.  
Further investigation is needed to evaluate and eventually separate the contribution given by an incorrect modeling of the 
dune shape as well as a roughness and dielectric properties variability in the dune areas. 
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